Marketing Analytics

HARNESSING BIG DATA
Business today has a vast and growing pool of data at its disposal about brand, about marketing, about customers.
Are you using it for support? Or for illumination?
Prophet’s Marketing Analytics approach is designed to help you harness data’s power as a creative force that spurs
breakthrough thinking. It’s not merely about putting data in a tool that calculates “optimal” actions by the numbers.
It’s about applying a more expansive lens to the data to yield deeper insights, more effective decisions, and,
ultimately, business growth you can bank on.

It’s Marketing Analytics for a new era. As only Prophet is uniquely qualified to deliver.
Prophet’s Marketing Analytics capabilities are rooted in our deep expertise in devising brand and marketing
strategies that help transform businesses and fuel growth. We are known for our collaborative approach.
For the way we escort our clients from the beginning to the end of the path we’ve charted together. And for
our total investment in their success.

The Prophet Difference
You may need to assess advertising’s impact through marketing mix modeling. Understand how to more effectively
allocate spend across your brand portfolio. Or prioritize which geographies and categories to invest in. Our Marketing
Analytics approach is built around models that better respond to marketers’ needs and better reflect customer
behaviors. Consider the advantages of our different perspectives:

We consider the
interaction within
brand ecosystems,
not single brands
in silos.

Since one size does
not fit all, we build
industry-specific
“system models“ to
reflect the unique
characteristics of
different industries.

Our models reflect
the need for adequate
brand support, never
wrongly assuming a
brand can thrive
without it.

We consider the
long-term impact
of changes in spend
and recognize the
importance of
product lifecycles.

We optimize against
ROI and/or Brand
Value, versus viewing
brands only as an
input to decisions.

We combine digital
and non-digital
marketing activities,
applying a true 21st
Century lens on today’s
brand and marketing
challenges, going far
beyond standard GRP
adstock models.

Out of the vacuum

CASE STUDY

There’s little value to you if we crunch numbers in a vacuum
only to emerge with recommendations that are hard to
understand and harder still to act on.
From beginning to end, we collaborate with you to ensure we
focus on those inputs that create the most meaningful outputs.
It begins with data storm and validation sessions to ensure
readiness for modeling. Our joint model reviews and scenario

Analytics have been a critical

workshops apply Prophet’s unique tools for creative thinking
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so that, together, we combine insights with customer research

with Nationwide Insurance. Overall,

techniques to further specify improvement areas.

the aim has been to improve

When it comes time to present the findings and their implications,

marketing effectiveness. In addition

we use advanced visualization techniques to bring the results to
life for your team, making the recommendations clear, powerful,
and, most importantly, actionable. And we’re both able and
ready to help you put them into play.

Learn more
Are you ready to unleash the creative force of Analytics for your
business? Learn more about our offerings below or set up a
discussion by contacting practice leader and Senior Partner
James Walker at jmwalker@prophet.com.

MARKETING MIX MODELING
Brand Portfolio Spend Optimization
Country & Category Prioritization

to assessing the state of its data
and processes, analytics
encompassed modeling the impact
of such key drivers as pricing,
distribution, market characteristics,
and advertising investments on
business outcomes.
Data was also gathered across its
media budgets to weigh the impact
and effectiveness of various media
combinations in acquiring customers.
The upshot? The insights have
equipped the company to better
shape its direction, align behind it,
and become smarter marketers.

MarCom Budget Allocation
Marketing Simulators
Marketing Accountability
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